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whale conference supplies needed data
by geoff kennedy
for the tundra times

the fifth annual bowhead biology
conference may not have achieved
any breakthroughs but it contributed
significantly to the supply of informa-
tion about the whales inupiat need for
their physical andanil spiritual wellbeingwell being

thats the conclusion of mane
adams who manages the north Sslopeope
borough public information division

all of it isis needed information
adams said during the conference last
afekwfekweek inin anchorage whaling cap-
tains have often been concerned about
the sense of smell and visual stimuli
of the bowheadsbowheads putting all these

bits and pieces together will help us
understand the whale

adams said people are especially
concerned about the effects of oil
development on how the animals feed
and breed

I1 theithe more we know about the
whales the better we know about pro-
tecting the environment she said
im here because im very concerned

about protecting the environment
especially after the exxon valdez oil
spill

we have a very deep interest inin
preservingpreserving the whales itsit s more than
just putting food on the table sshehe
said

adams says the general public pays
too much attention to the effects of
subistencesubsistencesubistence hunters on bowheadsbowheads and
too little attention to the effects of oil
development on the mammals

what good does it do to be con-
cerned about the life of a whale if you
lose it through oil development she
asked and she posed this question
if oil developers kill whales inin the arc-
tic will the international whaling
commission lower the whalerschalerswh alers
bowhead whale quota

barrow whaling captain burton
rexford said he was more concerned
than surprised about the findings of the
dozens of scientists whose findings
were presented during the three day
conference

rexford a whaler sincesince 1940 and
a captain since 1979 was concerned
about findings of toxic substances
such as arsenic mercury lead and
zinczinc inin the liver kidneys and blubber
of the bowheeads he wanted to know
whether the bowheadsbowheads got them from
the water or from their diet

rexford said he had no surprises
about the oil industry noise

my thoerythiery isis that bowheadsbowheads
migrate through a lot of noise he
said including frequent flights over
bowhead migration routes by jets and
air taxis

any time theres seismic activity
it changes the bowhead he said he
said hes noticed that bowheadsbowheads dont
seem to be alarmed by tugboatstugboats and
other vessels as long as they continue

to move
rexfordsrexfordeRexfords observations confirmed

the findings of several scientists who
concluded that sudden noises or
changes in direction of vessels startl-
ed bowheadsbowheads than continouscontinuouscontinous noise

other scientific conclusions

included
eReresearcherseresearcherssearchers are 95 percent certain

the bowhead populationpalationulation is between
62006.200 and 1313700vav00

radio telemetry significantly im
porvescorves whalerschalerswhalers chances of recover-
ing whales that have been struck and

lost
packs of bowheadsbowheads use each

others songs and calls to help them
navigate under water

scientists also presented studies
about the age weight size and
behavior of the whales


